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The present study addresses two competing leadership models, the
Vertical Dyad Linkage (VDL) model and the Average Leadership
Style (ALS) model.

The VDL model states that supervisors treat

subordinates differently depending on a variety of variables (e.g., the
subordinates competency, skill, trustworthiness, etc.).

The ALS

model states that, on average, a supervisor treats all of his/her
subordinates equally.

This study raises two fundamental questions

that pertain to both leadership models. First, does the VDL model or
tile ALS model more accurately describe leadership behavior for the
first line supervisor who is in charge of blue-collar subordinates?
Second, is there a relationship between the VDL model and the
perception of job characteristics (i. e., skill variety, task identity, task
significance, autonomy, and feedback)?

In a field study, first-line

supervisors completed questionnaires containing the Job Descriptive
Survey (JDS) and the Leader Member Exchange (LMX) scale, while
their subordinates completed a questionnaire containing the JDS,
LMX, and two sub-scales of the Job Descriptive Index (JDI).

As

hypothesized, the VDL model predicted employee satisfaction after
accounting for between group variance.

However, the second

hypothesis, that the VDL model would predict the perception of job
characteristics, was only partially supported.
vii

The hypothesis that

leader-member agreement in the perception of job characteristics
would be related to LMX, received only weak support.

These results

contribute to the expansion of the VDL model's usefulness in terms of
generalizeability across organizational levels as well as through the
inclusion of the JDS as a dependent variable.

Finally, the implications

of this study for the workplace as well as for future research are
discussed.

Chapter 1
Review of the Literature
Throughout the last two decades. the study of the design of
work has attracted a significant amount of research. Based on the
past work of Turner and Lawerence (1965), Hulin and Blood (1968),
and Hackman and Lawler (1971), researchers concerned with job
design have focused considerable attention on the relationships
between job characteristics and organizational effectiveness.

Some

of the measures of organizational effectiveness that have been used
to demonstrate this relationship are absenteeism (Hackman &
Lawler. 1971), performance effectiveness (Oldham, Hackman, &
Pearce: 1976), and turnover (McEvoy & Cascio, 1985). The underlying
assumption in all of these studies was that perceptions of job
characteristics represented objective aspects of the task and were
not overly influenced by the individual who perceived the
characteristic.
A more recent line of research, however, has questioned the
objectivity of the perception of task characteristics and asserts
that personal factors and social cues bias the perception of the job.
For example. O'Reilly, Parlette, and Bloom (1980) found that
personal factors such as age, tenure in the unit. father's income,
education

and attitude toward one's profession affect how

employees perceive task characteristics.

A similar experiment by

Caldwell and O'Reilly (1982) found that one's level of job
1

satisfaction strongly influenced the perception of task
characteristics.

Weiss and Shaw (1979) found that social cues, such

as the job attitudes of co-workers, affected the perception of job
characteristics.

In addition, there have been a number (.."dies

with mixed findings on how the relationship between employees and
leaders affects job perceptions (Duchon, Green, & Taber, 1986;
Graen, Ginsburgh, 1977; Graen, Novak, & Sommerkamp, 1982; and
Scandura & Graen. 1984).
In summary, a wide variety of studies have shown that the
perception of job characteristics is not objective.

However, many of

the variables that affect the perception of the job remain to be fully
explored.

To this end, it is of practical and theoretical interest to

determine what impact (if any) the leader-employee relationship has
on me employees' perceptions of the job.

Thus, the affects of

leader-employee relationships on the emploiees' job perceptions is
addressed in this thesis. The Vertical Dyad Linkage (VDL) Model
(Cashman. Dansereau, Graen, & Naga, 1976; Dansereau, Cashman &
G:.aen, 1973; Dansereau, Graen & Haga, 1975) is one of the underlying
theories supporting the possibility that member-leader
relationships (dyads) can systematically affect the perceptions of
task characteristics.
A unique feature of the VDL model is its emphasis on
differences in the manner in which a supervisor behaves toward
different subordinates.

According to the VDL model, leader-member

dyads can vary in quality ranging from a partnership (i.e., reciprocal
influence, mutual trust, and respect) to the leader acting as an
overseer (i.e., unidirectional, downward influence and role-defined
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relations) (Graen & Schiemann, 1978).

This stands in contrast to the

Average Leadership Style (ALS) Model underlying most leadership
theories, which assumes supervisors have a relatively fixed
relationship across all of their subordinates.

One particularly

germane finding in VD1. research is that agreement between a leader
and a member regarding the meaning of certain mutually experienced
events and situations often covaries with the quality of their dyadic
relationship (Graen & Schiemann, 1978).
One question concerning the usefulness of the VDL model to
describe leadership behavior is the model's generalizability across
different organizational levels.

Managerial samples frequently have

been selected for study because the model was presumed to be
"silent" with respect to leadership processes in lower
organizational levels (Liden & Graen. 1980).

Vecchio (1982)

postulated that the ALS approach may be more descriptive of a lowlevel supervisor who is in charge of blue-collar subordinates in a
production setting than is the VDL approach. The research on the
VDL model at lower levels of organizations although limited has
generally supported the model (i.e., Graen. Liden. & Hoek 1982;
Graen. Novak, & Sommerkamp, 1982; Vecchio & Gobdel, 1984).
However, none of these studies have focused solely on blue-collar
subordinates.
This thesis investigates two questions.

The first question

addresses the generalizability of the VDL model.

Since the subjects

used in this study will be production line workers at a glass plant,
this study provides an opportunity to assess generalizabiliy of the
VDL model at a lower organizational level.

As will be shown, the
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results of this study lend support to the generalizability of the
model, thus reaffirming the usefulness of the VDL model in
describing leadership behavior, especially at the lower levels of an
organization.
The second question addresses the possible biasing effects
that leader-member dyads have on the employees perception of job
characteristics.

This study lends partial support to the possibility

that the perception of the job is related to the quality of the leadermember relationship.

However, the relevancy of this finding is

lessened due to the probable confounding of same source bias.
The following literature review will introduce the
fundamentals of the job characteristics model as well as review the
research evaluating the effects of job characteristics on various
indicators of organizational effectiveness.

Also, a later line of

research dealing with the effects of social cues and personal
characteristics on the perception of the job will be presented.
will be followed by a literature review of the VDL model.

This

Finally.

the rationale for the present study will be presented.
The Job Characteristics Model
By far the most frequently used approach in task design
research is the job characteristics model (Hackman & Lawler, 1971;
Hackman & Oldam, 1975, 1976). This model proposes that work
outcomes (e.g., internal motivation, work satisfaction, absenteeism,
turnover, and performance) are a direct result of three "critical
psychological states":

i.e., experienced meaningfulness of the work,

experienced responsibility for the outcomes of the work, and
knowledge of the results of the work activities.

The model further
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hypothesizes that these critical psychological states are produced
by five "core" joo dimensions:
1.

Skill variety - the degree to which the worker is required

to perform a variety of different activities, skills, and talents in
order to carry out the job.
2. Task identity - the degree to which a worker completes a
"whole" piece of work instead of a single part of a task.
3. Task significance - the degree to which a worker has an
impact on the work of other people.
4. Autonomy - the degree to which the worker has freedom
and independence of action.
5.

Feedback - the degree to which the worker receives direct

and clear information on the the effectiveness of his or her actions.
Specifically, it is thought that skill variety, task identity, and
task significance all lead to the psychological state of experienced
meaningfulness of work. Autonomy is thought to be the only core
dimension responsible for the experienced responsibility for
outcomes of the work. Finally, feedback is hypothesized to be the
single cause for the knowledge of actual results of work activities.
The next section will review the extensive research that has
explored the psychometric properties of the JDS.
Psychometric Properties of the JDS The JDS is one of the two
most commonly cited instruments in the Social Sciences Citation
Index for assessing worker perceptions of job characteristics (Taber
& Taylor. 1990). Because the JDS has been used so widely, its
psychometric properties have been well documented by nearly a

6
hundred studies.

The following section will review this research

and will highlight some of the weaknesses of past studies.
Taber and Taylor (1990) conducted a review of the
psychometric properties of the job diagnostic survey.

The issues

covered by the review included test-retest correlations and internal
consistency of the factors.

Only five studies were found that

conducted test-retest correlations.

The weighted average

reliabilities from these five studies are .69 for variety, .63 for
autonomy, .48 for identity, .47 for significance, and .59 for feedback.
However, these reliabilities are probably overestimates of the true
score variance since they reflect the influence of both actual
between-job differences and stable between-rater differences.
The second set of psychometric issues reviewed by Taber and
Taylor was the internal consistency of the scales. scale
intercorrelations, and factor structure of the the JDS.

Internal

consistency measures indicate the degree to which items in a scale
tap common pools of variance.

The internal consistency of the "core"

job dimensions was found to be relatively low: autonomy .693.
variety .705. task identity .677, task significance .652, and feed
back .702.

A possible reason for the relative lack of internal

consistency is that only three items are used to measure each job
dimension.

If the scales were expanded with the addition of parallel

items both the internal consistency and stability would likely be
improved.

Discrimination among the job dimensions was not a

problem, with a median intercorrelation of .330.

Finally, Taber and

Taylor found wide variation in the factor structures among studies.
Possible reasons for this inconsistency include sampling biases,
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ecological correlations, systematic measurement error, and
artifacts of the analytical models used to compute factors and
rotate them.

Further more, given the low internal consistencies of

the scales it is estimated that sample sizes of 1,000 are necessary
to obtain stable factor structures (Idaszak. Bottom, & Drasgow,
1988).

Since relatively few studies have samples of that size,

unstable factor structures are not surprising.

Several studies have

compensated for the lack of internal consistency by utilizing a
composite of the JDS score instead of the motivation potential score
(MPS). Traditionally, a MPS score is calculated by obtaining a mean
for the three scores of skill variety, task identity, and task
significance and multiplying this mean score by autonomy and by
feedback.

However, Fried and Ferris (1987) found that a simple one

factor additive form representing job-complexity tends to have a
stronger relationship with both psychological outcomes and
performance than does the traditional five factors of the MPS.
Finally Roberts and Glick (1981) cautioned that the variety of
methodologies used in job characteristic studies have begun to blur
different types of relationships together.

Specifically Roberts and

Glick stated that the within -person relations, person-situation
relations, and situational relations are distinctly different and
provide different types of evidence.

The within-person relations

involve perceptions of tasks and other attitudinal and behavioral
characteristics of the individual.

The person-situation relations

link the characteristics of jobs with the characteristics of
individuals.

The situational relations, on the other hand, deal with

more objective characteristics of the job.

Because these
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relationships have not been differentiated in past studies,
refinement of the task design model has been limited.
Effects of Job characteristics Most of the early work on the
study of job characteristics revolved around how various job
enlargement or enrichment programs affected variables such as
satisfaction, performance, attendance, and motivation (e.g.

Hackman

& Lawler, 1971; Hackman, Pearce, & Wolfe, 1978; Hulin & Blood,
1968; Pierce & Dunham, 1976; and Turner & Lawrence, 1965). In an
example of one of these earlier studies, Hackman and Lawler (1971)
had employees rate thirteen different telephone company jobs on the
dimensions of variety, autonomy, task identity, and feedback.

It was

found that motivation, satisfaction, and work quality were all
positively related to the four "core" job dimensions while
absenteeism was negatively correlated to the dimensions.
A refinement of these earlier studies was conducted by Orpen
(1979), who tested the job characteristics model using a
longitudinal field study with randomly selected participants.

The

first phase of the experiment included the random selection of two
groups of employees and the completion of the Job Diagnostic Survey
(JDS) by both of the groups (Hackman & Oldham, 1975). During the
second phase of the experiment, one group continued to work on their
un-enriched jobs while the second group worked on enriched jobs
that were designed to increase skill variety, task identity,
autonomy, and feedback. Six months after the start of the
manipulation the two groups of employees again completed the JDS.
The results indicated that the employees in the enriched jobs rated
the five "core" job dimensions significantly higher than did the

C.
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employees who worked in the un-enriched jobs.

The findings also

indicated that the job enrichment increased job satisfaction, job
involvement, and intrinsic motivation, and decreased both
absenteeism and turnover.

However, in contrast to the effects found

by Hackman and Oldham (1975), the manipulation had no effect on
performance or production.
The past two decades have brought a wealth of empirical
information concerning the job characteristics model.

Fried and

Ferris (1987) estimated that there were well over 200 relevant
studies on the model.

Although, a comprehensive review of all of

these studies is well beyond the scope of this literature review,
three meta-analyses of the job characteristics model will be
reviewed (i.e., Fried & Ferris, (1987); Loher, Noe. Moeller, &
Fitzgerald, (1985); and McEvoy & Cascio (1985)).

The majority of

the studies included in these meta-analyses assumed that job
characteristics are relatively objective attributes of the job.
However, the analysis of these studies as a group has added evidence
suggesting that this assumption should be questioned. The Fried and
Ferris analysis will be reviewed first, followed by the Loher et at.
analysis.

Finally, the McEvoy and Cascio analysis will be discussed.

Fried and Ferris (1987) included nearly 200 studies in their
literature review and 76 of these were included in the metaanalysis.

The literature review indicated that the perception of job

characteristics changed predictably with changes in the objective
features of the job.

Fried and Ferris also found evidence that both

social cues and individual differences have effects on the perception
of the job characteristics.

The meta-analysis revealed that job
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characteristics showed moderate to strong relationships with the
three psychological outcomes.

The following are the strongest

relationships that were found between job characteristics and
psychological outcomes. After corrections for error of measurement
and range restriction, feedback had the strongest relationship with
overall job satisfaction (r=.43), autonomy was most strongly related
to growth satisfaction (r=.71), and skill variety had the strongest
relationship with int&rnal work motivation (r=.52).

Contrary to

Hackman and Oldham's (1975) model, relatively weaker relationships
were found between behavioral outcomes and the core job
dimensions.

For example, task identity had the strongest

relationship with performance (r=.13) and autonomy had the
strongest relationship with absenteeism (r.-.29),.
The conclusions reached by Fried and Ferris were twofold.
First, the meta-analysis seems to support the proposed mediating
effects of the critical psychological states on the relationships
between job characteristics and personal work outcomes.

Secondly,

since not all of the reliable variance in job perceptions can be
explained by objective conditions, other factors such as social cues
must be acknowledged as potential sources of variance.
The second meta-analysis, by Loher et al. (1985), included 28
studies and was primarily concerned with the relationship between
the perceived job characteristics and job satisfaction.

A secondary

concern of this analysis was to determine if the variable growth
need strength (GNS) moderated these relationships. Hackman and
Oldham (1976) postulated that the most important of the work
values is the job incumbent's need for personal growth and
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development through his or her job (i.e., GNS). The relation between
each of the task characteristics and job satisfaction ranged from
32 (task identity) to .46 (autonomy).

However, after accounting for

statistical artifacts only 75% of the observed variance was
explained.

Consequently, subgroup analyses were performed for high

and low GNS groups.

As a result of this analysis, the relationship

between job characteristics and job satisfaction rose to .68 and
accounted for approximately 97% of the variance.
The final meta-analysis that will be reviewed, by McEvoy and
Cascio (1985), used 20 studies to investigate the relative
effectiveness of realistic job previews (RJPs) versus job
enrichment in reducing turnover.

Although the results demonstrated

that job enrichment interventions had only a modest effect on
turnover, this effect was approximately twice as large as the effect
RJPs had on turnover. Examples and additional support for the effect
of job enrichment for reducing turnover can be found in Oldham,
Kulik, Ambrose, Stepina, & Brand (1986).
In conclusion, the review of these three meta-analyses has
confirmed the usefulness of the job characteristics approach while
at the same time highlighting some of its weakness.

The studies

support the long standing view that perceived job characteristics
affect psychological and behavioral variables such as satisfaction
(Glick, Jenkins, Gupta, 1986), absenteeism (Hackman & Lawler,
1971), performance effectiveness (Oldham, Hackman, & Pearce;
1976), and turnover (McEvoy & Cascio, 1985). The weakness of the
job characteristics approach, however, lies in the question of
causality.

Fried and Ferris cited a growing list of studies (e.g.
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Ferris, (1983); Griffin (1983); O'Connor & Barrett (1980); O'Reilly &
Caldwell (1979); Weiss & Shaw (1979); White & Mitchell. (1979);
O'Reilly, Parlette & Bloom (1980); Caldwell. & O'Reilly (1982)) that
support the view that social cues and personal characteristics may
affect the perception of job characteristics.

The next section will

review the literature supporting the possibility that personal
characteristics and social cues affect the perception of job
characteristics.
Effects of Social Cues and Personal Characteristics
Even the early work dealing with job characteristics did not
ignore the importance of social cues and personal characteristics.
Hackman and Lawler's (1971) original job characteristics
questionnaire included dimensions labeled "friendship opportunities"
and "dealing with others." In addition. Hackman. Pearce. and Wolfe
(1978) noted that factors other than the task itself may account for
significant amounts of perceptual variance.

Hackman et al. even

stated that, "Additional research on how perceptions of job
characteristics are jointly affected by the objective properties of
the job and the personal and social environment of the job is clearly
called for" (p. 303).

O'Connor and Barrett (1980) noted that over

50% of the variance in incumbents' perceptions is not accounted for
in the perceptual descriptions provided by other observers.

These

findings raise the question about the actual similarity between
objective reality and perceptual task measures.
The research conducted on the effects of social cues on the
perception of job characteristics will be rev!ewed next.
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Social Cues. Salancik and Pfeffer (1978) presented the social
information processing model (SIPM) as an alternative to the job
characteristics view.

The SIPM makes four assertions about the

effect that social cues have on job perception:
First, the social environment provides cues as to which
dimensions should be used to characterize the work environment.
For example, in a volunteer organization the social worth of the job
may be used to characterize the job while an investment banking
organization would more likely use the monetary rewards to
characterize the environment.
Second. the social environment provides cues on how to weigh
the importance of job dimensions.

For example, is autonomy more or

less important ti-an variety, or is pay more important than social
worth?
Third, the social environment provides cues on how others
evaluate the environment. The affect and unspoken attitudes of
individuals in the organization influence the perceptions that others
in the organization hoid.
Fourth, the social context provides direct evaluation of the
work setting along positive or negative dimensions.

Comments made

by co-workers (e.g., the pay is really good and this job is boring)
help others evaluate the job as well.
Thus. in contrast to the job characteristic model, the SIPM
assumes that perceptions of tasks are at least partially a function
of the social cues in the work place. Salancik and Pfeffer argue
further that social information influences are more dominant
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sources of incumbent task perceptions than are objective task
qualities.
Even studies that have taken the job characteristics approach
have found evidence that supports the SIPM. Oldham, Nottenburg,
Kassner, Ferris, Fedor, & Masters (1982) found that 75% of the
participating employees used referents to make job comparisons.

In

a review of the job characteristics approach to task design, Roberts
and Glick (1981) found that all four of the studies that addressed
the possibility of social cues found that social cues accounted for a
significant proportion of the variance.
It should be noted that although the SIPM highlights the effect
social cues have on perceptions. the model does not exclude the
influence that objective characteristics have on perceptions
(Griffin. 1983: O'Connor & Barrett, 1980).

White and Mitchell (1979)

manipulated both the form of the social cue and the level of job
enrichment.

Their results indicated that both the type of cues given

and the physical properties of the task had an effect on employee
perceptions of the job.

In addition, it was found that workers who

received positive social cues from co-workers were more satisfied
and more productive than people receiving negative social cues from
co-workers.

In contrast to Salancik and Pfeffer (1978), White and

Mitchell found that the manipulation of the five "core" job
dimensions had a somewhat greater effect on perceptions of the job
than did the social cues.
Fried and Ferris (1987) suggested that the majority of
evidence supports the blending of job characteristics model and the
SiPM together to form an integrative approach to task design.
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Griffin, Bateman, Wayne, and Head (1987) also found evidence in
support of the integrated approach.

Griffin et at. cited lab studies

that found that both objective task properties and social
information affected perceptions and reactions to the job.

The

conclusion drawn by Griffin et at. was that, "The studies reported
here are in many ways the culmination of an evolving stream of
research consistently demonstrating the joint effects of objective
task properties and social information on individuals' perceptions of
and reactions to tasks" (p. 517).
Thomas and Griffin (1983) conducted a meta-analysis on ten
studies that addressed the effects of social and informational cues
on employee perception, evaluation, and reactions to the job. The
results revealed that some job characteristics are more susceptible
to social influences than are other characteristics.

Specifically,

they found that skill variety, task significance and autonomy showed
significant variation as a result of social cues while both feedback
and task identity were relatively unaffected.
Finally, Fried and Ferris (1987) also found a body of literature
that showed that social cues have only a small effect on the
perception of job characteristics (Glick, Jenkins, & Gupta, 1986;
James & Tetrick, 1986; and Taber, Beehr, & Walsh, 1985). For
example, Glick, Jenkins, and Gupta (1986) found that a strong
relationship existed between job characteristics and effort exerted
at the job.

However a common method effect did inflate the

relationship between job characteristics and psychological
outcomes.

A major implication of these results is that two

theories, the job characteristic model and the social information
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processing model, are designed to predict and, in fact, do predict
different kinds of outcomes.
The findings of Griffin (1983), O'Connor and Barrett (1980),
Salancik and Pfeffer (1978), and White and Mitchell (1979) have all
demonstrated that social cues as well as the objective
characteristics of the job influence the perception of the job.

These

findings have generated additional research focused on the search
for other factors that may also influence the perception of the job.
Research on the relationship between personal characteristic
variables and job characteristics will be reviewed in the following
section.
Personal characteristics.

Information dealing with the effects

of personal characteristics on the perception of job characteristics
is relatively lacking.

The majority of evidence that is available

comes from the job analysis literature.

Arvey, Passino, and

Lounsbury (1977) found differences in the descriptions obtained
with the Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAC)) (McCormick,
Jeanneret, & Mecham. 1972) between male and female analysts.
However this finding was not replicated in the Arvey. Davis.
McGowen, and Dipboye (1982) study that found no differences
between the sexes. In addition, Arvey et al. (1982) found only
marginal differences across the personal characteristics of job
interest and level of job knowledge on the PAO and no significant
differences on Job Diagnostic Survey ratings.

The job analysis

research has identified few personal characteristics that influence
perceptions as expressed in job analysis ratings.

Thus, there is

little empirical evidence to suggest analyses are influenced by
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personal characteristics in their objective descriptions of job
content.
This section has reviewed the effects that social cues and
personal characteristics have on the perception uf the job.

The

literature pertaining to social information processing leads to the
conclusion that social cues as well as the objective job
characteristics of the job influence the perception of the job
(Griffin, 1983; O'Connor & Barrett, 1980; Salancik & Pfeffer, 1978;
and White & Mitchell, 1979).

However, the literature pertaining to

personal characteristics and their affect on the perception of the
job has been both more sparse and less supportive.
The next topic that will be discussed is the VDL model as
proposed by Graen and Cashman (1975). The issues that will be
addressed are the methods used to measure dyadic relations, a
review of VDL findings, the comparison of the VDL model to the ALS
model, and the problems with past VDL studies.
The Vertical Dyad Linkage Model
Leadership theories commonly make one of two assumptions
about how leaders interact with their subordinates.

The traditional

assumption, or the ALS, is that leaders use a relatively fixed set of
behaviors both across situations and across subordinates (e.g..
Fiedler, 1971).

For example, based on the ALS model Fiedler.

Chemers, and Mahar (1976) stated that leaders should be selected
for jobs depending on the match between situational favorability and
the leader's leadership style.

Furthermore. Fiedler, et al. (1976)

suggested that it was more feasible to change the job situation than
to train leaders to use different approaches in different situations.
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The second, competing assumption of leadership is that leaders
interact with subordinates on an individual basis.

The model that is

most often used to describe this type of leader-member relationship
is the vertical dyad linkage (VDL) model (Cashman, Dansereau, Graen,
& Haga, 1976; Dansereau, Cashman & Graen, 1973; Dansereau, Graen
& Haga, 1975). The VDL model assumes that leaders treat
subordinates differently on the basis of variables such as the
employee's competency. skill, trustworthiness, and motivation (Liden
& Graen, 1980).

Those individuals whom a leader rates highly on

these dimensions are considered to belong to the in-group, while
those employees who are judged to be low on these dimensions are
considered to belong to the out-group.

The relationship between a

leader and an in-group member is most often characterized by
reciprocal influence, extra-contractual behavior exchange, mutual
trust, respect and liking, and a sense of common fate.

However a

relationship between a leader and an out-group member typically
consists of unidirectional downward influence, role defined relations,
and a sense of loosely coupled fates (Duchon, Green, & Taber, 1986).
Because of these two different types of relationships, in-group and
out-group, the appropriate level of analysis to measure leadership
behavior is the superior-subordinate dyad level.

This stands in

contrast to the ALS model that assumes the level of analysis should
be at the group level.
The measurement of dyadic relations. In the leadership
literature there currently are three recurring issues that bear on the
appropriateness of VDL determinations.

This section will discuss

these three issues, that is, the two measurement devices most
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commonly used to measure the quality of the leader-member
dyad(LBDQ and Negotiating Latitude), the validity of the negotiating
latitude scale, and the use of the negotiating latitude scale as a
trichotomized versus a continuous variable.
Typically two measurement devices are used to determine the
quality of the member-leader dyad, the Leadership Behavior
Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) (Schriesheim & Kerr, 1974) and the
Negotiating Latitude score (Graen & Cashman. 1975) (also known as
the Leader Member Exchange).

Graen and Cashman (1975) used the

negotiating latitude score to trichotomize the employees according to
their perceived relationship into in-group, middle-group, and outgroup.

Several studies have used the LBDQ instead of the negotiating

latitude measure to determine the dyadic relationship by aggregating
the consideration and the initiating structure scales (Dansereau.
Cashman, & Graen, 1973; Ganster, Baker, & Luthans, 1982; Katerberg
& Horn, 1981).

However, it has been argued (Vecchio & Gobdel,

1984) that the use of group-oriented items (i.e., the LBDQ) is
conceptually incongruent with the VDL perspective (an
individualistic perspective) and thus could possibly produce a bias
favoring the ALS perspective.
There are three studies that have investigated the validity of
negotiating latitude scale by comparing the employees' perception
with the leader's perceptions of negotiating latitude (Duchon, Green.
& Taber, 1986; Graen & Cashman, 1975; and Liden & Graen, 1980).
Graen and Cashman (1975), in one of the first VDL studies, utilized a
multimethod-multisource analysis to support the convergent validity
of the negotiating latitude scale.

The study had both members and

• .•
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leaders describe their dyadic relationship using two different
methods.

The first method used a set of structured questions with a

seven point response scale.

The second method asked each

participant to draw a map of the vertical working relationships
within his or her unit.

Using this map, the participants designated

each vertical relationship as either: (1) ineffective, (2) intermediate
in effectiveness, or (3) effective.

The results indicated that these two

methods and sources demonstrated convergent validity.

Each

method produced comparable correlations between member and
superior (.50 for the scale and .41 for the map).

Furthermore, to the

extent that the measurement capitalizes on method variance,
correlations within the same method can be expected to be stronger
than those between different methods.

Correlations between

different methods for the same source (member .43, and superiors
.53) are comparable with those within the same method and between
different sources (scale .50 and map .41).

Finally the negotiating

latitude scale was found to be relatively stable (rtt = .73) over a
seven-month

period.

The second study that assessed the similarity between
members and leaders perceptions of negotiating latitude was Liden
and Graen (1980).

The correlation between the leader and members

responses on the negotiating latitude scale was .46.

Negotiating

latitude also was found to be relatively stable over three months
(members rtt = .75 and superiors rtt = .72).
The final study that systematically investigated the convergent
validity of the negotiating latitude scale was Duchon, Green, and
Taber (1986).

Duchon et al. (1986) utilized three different
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measurements of ingroup/outgroup status.
was administered to the leader.

The first measurement

The leader was asked to list the

three employees under his control with whom he had the best
working relationship, and then was asked to list the three employees
with whom he had the worst working relationship. The second way
ingroup/outgroup status was assessed was by asking each employee
to name the three individuals he or she thought had the best and the
three who had the worst working relationship with the leader. The
final in/outgroup assessment was made using the conventional selfreport measure (negotiating latitude scale).

The negotiating latitude

scale correlated .35 with the leader's nomination, .21 with the
employees ingroup score, and -.29 with the employees' outgroup
score (p < .001).

The intercorrelations between the three methods

suggest that the three methods are convergent and that
ingroup/outgroup status is an observable occurrence.
The last piece of evidence that supports the validity of the
negotiating latitude scale comes from the Vecchio and Gobdel (1984)
study.

In addition to the negotiating latitude scale, each respondent

was asked to indicate on a 7-point scale the degree to which he or
she is IN or OUT with his or her supervisor. The correlation between
the two measures was .60.

This result indicates that the present

conceptual interpretation of th;... negotiating latitude scale in terms of
in-out status may be correct.
Finally,

the practice of trichotomizing the scores versus

maintaining the continuous nature of the scores will be discussed.
Vecchio and Gobdel (1984) argue that trichotomization and other
possible splits on the negotiating latitude dimension permit sample-
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specific differences in ranges and distributions to influence the
classification. Thus, the continuous nature of the negotiating latitude
score should be maintained through techniques such as regression.
Dansereau. Graen and Naga (1975) also suggested that negotiating
latitude could be conceptualized as a continuum, "...at one end of
which a superior is unwilling to allow or help a member to influence
his role (low Negotiating Latitude), while, at the other end of the
continuum a superior is willing not only to allow but also to help a
member to influence his role (high Negotiating Latitude)" (pp. 5152).

When negotiating latitude is treated as - continuous variable it
is most often referred to as the Leader Member Exchange (LMX)

score.
This section has reviewed three of the topics that pertain to all
VDL research:

the use of the negotiating latitude scale versus the

LBDQ, the validity of the negotiating latitude scale, and the treatment
of negotiating latitude as a continues variable.

The next section will

discuss the previous research that has tested the underlying
assumptions of the VDL model.
Review of VDL findings. Much of the literature pertaining to
VDL has focused on testing the assumption that the same leader will
treat different employees differently.

It is further assumed that the

quality of these different leader-member relationships will be
related to outcome variables such as the employees job attitude and
performance.

Thus, significant relationships between LMX scores

and outcome variables support the primary VDL assumption that the
employees within a group are treated significantly differently from
one another.
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The first test of the VDL model was a seven month longitudinal
study consisting of 60 leader-subordinate dyads (Dansereau, Graen,
& Haga, .
1 975).

Perceptions of exchange quality were measured both

from the leader and subordinates point of view during four waves of
structured interviews.

Dansereau et al. (1975) found that in-group

leader-member exchanges (compared to out-group) were
characterized by greater leader attention, more leader support, more
time and energy invested in the job by members, better members'
attitudes toward the job, and fewer job problems.

Liden and Graen

(1980) also found that subordinates who reported high quality
relationships with their supervisors assumed greater job
responsibility, contributed more to their units, and were rated as
higher performers than those reporting low quality relationships.
However, all the performance criteria used in this study were
derived from subjective ratings from the leader and members.
Another study by Rosse and Kraut (1983) also found that job
satisfaction and the perception of job problems were significantly
related to the negotiating latitude score.
The support for the VDL model when using objective (hard)
performance indices has not been as strong as when using perceptual
measures.

One of the few supportive findings comes from the Graen.

Liden, and Hoe! (1982) study.

This study investigated the

relationship between leader-member exchange and employee
withdrawal during a 1 -year period, using a sample of 48 computer
programmers.

The results supported the hypothesis that leader-

member exchange was significantly correlated with turnover (r = .44).

Another set of studies using a common sample group (Graen,
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Novak, & Sommerkamp, 1982; Scandura & Graen, 1984) also showed
that productivity increased as leader-member exchanges improved
due to a leadership training program.

This finding should be

regarded with caution, however, since there was possible
confounding of other training effects.
Three other studies that also used objective performance
measures produced less supportive results.

Vecchio (1982) found no

significant difference in performance between ingroups and
outgroups using a sample of 48 U.S. Air force enlisted men. Similar
nonsignificant results were obtained by Vecchio and Gobdel (1984)
using a sample of 45 bank tellers over a one-year period.

Although

supervisor ratings were predicted by subgroup status, ingroup
outgroup status failed to significantly predict objective performance
indicators.
Another topic in the VDL literature, again with contradictory
findings, is the relationship between negotiating latitude and the
perception of job enrichment as measured by the JDS.

Past findings

(Dansereau, Graen, & Haga, 1975) have shown that leader member
exchange quality influences job latitude, open communication, and
support for the member's actions.

Because of these effects, Scandura

and Graen (1984) hypothesized that the perception of job enrichment
would also vary with the leader member exchange.

Scandura and

Graen (1984) as well as Graen. Novak, and Sommerkamp did in fact
find that job enrichment as measured by the JDS increased as leadermember exchanges improved due to a leadership training program.
However, these findings may be confounded due to other training
effects.

In fact, two field studies that measured job enrichment
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(Duchon, Green, & Taber, 1986 and Graen & Ginsburgh, 1977) found
no relationship between leader member exchange (LMX) and the JDS.
The final component of the VDL model that will be discussed is
the hypothesis by Graen and Schiemann (1978) "That the agreement
between a leader and a member regarding the meaning of certain
mutually experienced events and situations will covary with the
quality of their dyadic interdependencies" (p. 206).

Graen and

Schiemann utilized a pattern agreement method to determine degree
of agreement within each dyad.

This procedure computed a Pearson

correlation for each vertical dyad. Hence, the leader and member
scores were correlated across each item and then converted into a
Fisher's Z.

Finally, the relationship between agreement and LMX was

obtained by correlation.

The results indicated that the LMX score

was significantly related to the amount of agreement on relevant job
problems.

A second study that addressed the agreement hypothesis

compared the quality of leader member exchange with level of
agreement concerning the perception of organizational climate
(Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989).

These results also supported the

agreement hypothesis by indicating that subordinates with highquality supervisor relations had Perceptions more similar to those of
their supervisors than did subordinates with low-quality relations.
Comparison of the VDL model to the ALS model. The choice, in
a leadership study. between the two models (ALS or VDL) has
implications for how leadership is measured and how the study is
interpreted (Ganster, Baker, & Luthans, 1982).

A scale assessing a

subordinate's perception of a leader can be thought of as being
composed of several sources of variance: (1)

the characteristic or
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average leadership style of the leader being rated, (2) the style
which that leader displays to that particular subordinate, and (3) an
error component due to other systematic but unspecifiable effects
and unreliability of the assessment.

According to the ALS model the

individual component (2) is thought to be zero, thus any variance in
subordinate ratings of the same leader is thought to reflect only
error (Vecchio, 1982).

Given this assumption, a reliable measure of a

leader's behavior can be obtained by calculating the average of the
group members' perceptions of that leader's behavior.

Thus, the ALS

model dictates a group level of analysis (Vecchio, 1982).

In contrast,

the VDL model uses the individuals' raw scores instead of the group's
aggregate and thus dictates the use of a dyadic level of analysis. The
question of which model more accurately describes the leader's
behavior is still being argued, particularly when dealing with the
lower levels of an organization.

Studies that have compared both

models will be discussed next.
There are only five studies that have attempted to compare the
predictive power of these two models (Dansereau, Cashman, & Graen,
1973; Dansereau, Graen, & Haga, 1975; Ganster, Baker, Luthans, 1982;
Katerberg & Horn, 1981; Vecchio, 1982).

Among these five studies

two of the studies (Dansereau, Cashman, & Graen, 1973 and
Dansereau, Graen, & Haga, 1975) tested the VDL model by correlating
the subordinate's attitudes and behaviors with the total variance in
the leadership measure.

Dansereau et al. (1973) found that averaged

(LBDQ) scores had no significant effects on the turnover rate (ALS
model), whereas individual LBDQ scores were significantly related to
turnover (VDL model).

Similarly, Dansereau et at. (1975) found
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aggregated negotiating latitude scores (quality of the leader-member
exchange) to be less correlated with employee outcome variables
than the unaggregated negotiating latitude scores.
These analyses may artificially inflate the predictive strength
of the VDL modei since the leadership measure reflects both group
leadership variance (reflecting differences among leaders) and
within-group variance in leadership (reflecting differences in
leadership behaviors towards different subordinates by the same
leader) (Katerberg & Horn. 1981).

In order to fairly compare the ALS

and VDL models it is necessary to compare the predictive power of
the between group variance (ALS) with the predictive power of the
within group variance (VDL).

Three studies have utilized analytic

procedures that have allowed for this type of comparison (Katerberg
& Horn, 1981; Ganster et al. 1982; Vecchio, 1982).
Katerberg and Horn (1981) addressed this methodological issue
by partitioning average leadership scores from individual scores
using hierarchical regression.

The partitioning is accomplished by

assigning a group's mean leadership score to each of the members in
the group.

The unaggregated criteria (satisfaction and role

perceptions) are regressed on to these mean scores, and the squared
multiple correlation (R2) computed for each criterion serves as an
estimate of the criterion variance accounted for by between leader
effects.

The second step in this procedure is to enter the individual

(unaggregated) leadership scores into the equation.

The increment to

R 2 represents the amount of criterion variance explained by withingroup effects.
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Katerberg and Horn used a sample of Army National Guard
members to compare the ALS and VDL models in terms of predicting
satisfaction and role perception indices.

Using hierarchical multiple

regression analyses they found significant ALS and VDL effects in
predicting satisfaction with leaders, guard unit, and co-workers, and
perceptions of role clarity and conflict.

Thus, within group variation

in leader behavior predicted the criteria even after controlling for
the confounding effects of between-group variation in leader
behavior.
Ganster et at. (1982) used the same hierarchical regression
methodology as Katerberg and Horn but included a more
heterogeneous sample and used two measures to determine leadermember relationships.

The sample consisted of managerial and non-

managerial members sampled from a financial institution, a state
agency, and a manufacturing plant.

The heterogeneousness of the

sample is important since it has widely been assumed that the VDL
model is more descriptive of upper level management than it is of
blue collar workers (Miner, 1980).

Thus inclusion of non-managerial

subjects in VDL research helps to determine the boundary conditions
that limit the applicability of VDL principles (Vecchio & Gobdel.
1984).

The two measurement devices used to determine the leader-

member dyads were the LBDQ and the Managerial Behavior Survey
(MBS). The inclusion of the MBS scale (a behavioral observation
scale) allowed the study to address whether the findings in VDL
research are an artifact caused by the specific properties of the LBDQ.
The NIBS scale is a particularly relevant comparison, since it has been
shown that behaviorally oriented measures are not significantly
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responsive to the employees' preconceptions of how leaders behave
in general (Gioia & Sims, 1985).
The results indicated that both models (VDL and ALS) contain
elements of truth.

The between-group effects were significant,

suggesting that there were overall differences among leaders.

In

other words, the "average" style of a leader was predictive of the
individual reactions of his or her subordinates.

However, the within -

group effects were significant as well, suggesting that the differential
perception of the same leader was predictive of the individual
subordinate's reactions.

Secondly, these results held true whether

the LBDQ or the MBS scale was used as the predictor.
The final study that has compared the two models (Vecchio,
1982) successfully replicated Katerberg and Horn's (1981) finding
that within-group variation in leader behavior predicts attitudinal
criteria even after the confounding effects of between-group
leadership variation are removed.

However, the regression analyses

were unable to predict performance data.

Thus the utility of both

the VDL and ALS approaches for predicting performance measures is
questionable.

Although, it is speculated that much of the gains by

the dyadic approach over the ALS approach may be due to common
method bias.

Vecchio stated that, "The primary issue is not whether

individual measures, relative to group averages, are superior
predictors of individual outcomes, but instead whether appreciable
and predictively useful within-group differences remain after
controlling for between-group differences" (pg. 206).
Problems with past VDL studies The two major questions
concerning the VDL model that have been repeatedly cited in the
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literature are: (1) does the VDL model generalize to the lower levels
of an organization and (2) does the common method variance
artificially inflate the VDL findings.

The answer to the first

question was originally assumed to be no.

Miner (1980) speculated

that an ALS approach would be more descriptive of low-level
supervisors who are in charge of blue-collar subordinates.

The

reasoning behind this conclusion was that lower level supervisors,
due to a lack of power, would not be able to vary the amount of
negotiating latitude across individuals.

However, several studies

have found evidence to the contrary, (Graen. Liden, & Hoel, 1982;
Liden & Graen.1980; Ganster, Baker, & Luthans, 1982). Although
these studies have all supported the VDL model to varying degrees,
none of the studies have dealt solely within the lower level
industrial setting.
The second question concerns the effects of common method
variance on VDL findings.

This is a particularly salient problem,

given that the majority of VDL research designs have used employee
questionnaires to obtain both the leadership measures and the
outcome measures (Ganster, et al. 1982; Graen et al. 1982; Liden &
Graen, 1980; Vecchio, 1982).

In addition to the confounding effects

of common method variance, a different line of research that has
investigated the implicit leadership theory has found that the preconceptions of an employee about leaders, in general, pose a threat
to the internal validity of behavioral questionnaires (Gioia & Sims,
1985 and Rush, Thomas, & Lord, 1977). Given these findings it is
clear that future research must focus on leadership measures
derived from a source other than the employee.

Chapter 2
Statement of the Problem
Variables such as job satisfaction. an individual's frame of
reference, social cues, and stress have been shown to affect
perceptions of task characteristics (Caldwell & O'Reilly, 1982;
Erffmeyer, Kirkman, & Mende1.1989; O'Reilly et al., 1980; White &
Mitchell, 1979).

However, research that has compared the

perception of task characteristics and the quality of leader member
exchanges has resulted in contradictory results (Scandura and
Graen. 1984; Graen, Novak, & Sommerkamp, 1982; Duchon, Green. &
Taber. 1986 and Graen & Ginsburgh, 1977).

The resolution to this

controversy is important in several respects.

First, if it is shown that

naturally occurring dyads can affect the perception of task
characteristics, it will add additional support to the construct validity
of the VDL model.

Second, the finding that the quality of a leader

member exchange can act as a systematic source of bias during the
perception of tasks would suggest that the same type of bias could
also adversely affect job analytic procedures.

The implication of this

would be that job analysts could no longer treat the discrepancies
among job incumbents as error variance.

The analysts would then

need to control for the systematic variance either through
methodological or statistical procedures.
This study re-examines the relationship between LMX and job
perceptions in two different ways.

First, a replication of the previous
31
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research is conducted.

The relationship between the perception of

job characteristics and the I,MX score is determined by using
Katerberg and Homes (1981) hierarchical regression analysis method.
Second, a different sort of relationship between leader member
exchange and perception of the task characteristics is examined.
Based on Graen and Schiemann's (1978) findings it is hypothesized
that agreement between a leader and a member regarding the
perception of the employee's job covaries with the quality of their
dyadic

interdependencies.

However, before the relationship between leader member
exchange and perception of job characteristics is investigated, the
more fundamental question of whether the VDL model is descriptive
of lower level employees in organizations will be ascertained.

It has

been speculated that in lower levels of the organization, the ALS
model is more descriptive of member leader relationships than the
VDL model (Vecchio, 1982).

Although no published study has dealt

solely with a blue-collar sample (i.e.. employees who are responsible
for performing manual labor and are paid an hourly wage), other
studies using diverse sample groups have provided support for the
VDL model ( Graen, Liden, & Hoel, 1982: Liden & Graen,1980, Ganster,
Baker, & Luthans, 1982).

This study tests the generalizability of the

VDL model by using hierarchical regression to determine if the VDL
model predicts satisfaction with the job and with the leader.

The

criteria of satisfaction is utilized in this study since the LMX score
has consistently been able to predict satisfaction in past studies
when using higher organizational level subjects (Ganster et al. 1982;
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Katerberg & Horn, 1981; Rosse & Kraut, 1983; Vecchio, 1982; Vecchio
& Gobdel, 1984).
The final issue that this study attempts to addrcss is the
inflation of VDL relationships due to common method variance.

Past

studies have often drawn both the leadership measure and the
predictive indices from employee questionnaires (Ganster, et al.
1982; Graen et al. 1982; Liden & Graen, 1980; Vecchio, 1982). This
study attempts to alleviate this problem by drawing leadership
measures from both the employees and the leaders. Thus, two
separate measures of leader-member relationship are used to
determine dyad quality.

The first measure utilizes the employees'

perception of the relationship, while the second measure utilizes
the supervisors perception.

Although these two measures are

related, given their differing perspectives they are two separate
measures that address the same construct of leader-member
relationship.
Three hypotheses are tested in this study.

They are listed

below in the order in which they are tested.
Hypothesis 1:

The within group variance of LMX significantly

predicts the composite of job satisfaction and satisfaction with the
leader after accounting for the between group variance (ALS).
Hypothesis 2:

The within group variance of the LMX significantly

predicts the perception of task characteristics after accounting for
the between group variance.
Hypothesis 3: The agreement between a leader and a member
regarding the perception of the employee's task characteristics
covaries with the quality of their dyadic interdependencies.

Chapter 3
Method
Subfects
The sample consisted of 80 hourly employees and nine
supervisors from a Fortune 500 glass manufacturing plant.

Eight

supervisors were male and one was female while 44 employees were
male and 36 female. The employees and supervisors were drawn
from three manufacturing departments:

Lead, Lime, and Exhaust.

The Lead Department was represented by 4 supervisors, 2 jobs
(Glass Handler and Finishing Line Attendant), and 23 employees; the
Lime Department is represented by 4 supervisors, 3 jobs (Glass
Handler. Quality Control Inspector, and Machine Attendant), and 27
employees; and the Exhaust Department was represented by 1
supervisor, 2 jobs (Machine Attendant and Inspector Packer), and 30
employees resulting in a total of 80 leader-member dyadic
relationships.

The tenure of the employees' ranged from 8 months to

18 years, while the tenure of the supervisors
years.

ranged from 10 to 15

Finally, although all supervisors participated, eight

employees either declined to participate or failed to complete the
questionnaire.

Independent measure
Leader-Member Exchange (LMX). Graen and Cashman's (1975)
scale was used to measure the quality of exchange between
supervisors and subordinates. The member and leader form of the
34
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LMX scale consists of seven items and may be found in Appendixes A
and B.

The unadjusted stability coefficients for the member scale

are .82. .81, and .73 between four and seven, between seven and nine,
and between four and nine months, respectively.
coefficients for the leader scale

The stability

are .66, .83, and .71 between four

and seven, seven and nine, and four and nine months, respectively
(Graen & Cashman, 1975). The Spearman-Brown homogeneity
coefficients have been reported to be .80 and .61 at seven months,
and .84 and .68 at nine months, for the member scale and the
superior scale respectively (Graen and Cashman, 1975).

Finally,

using the current data, Cronbach's Alphas are .87 for the member
scale and .84 for the superior scale. Also using the current data, the
correlation between the member scale and superior scale is r = .393,
p <.001.
Dependent measures
Job Descriptive Index. The Job Descriptive Index (JDI) has been
described as the most carefully developed job satisfaction scale to
date and is the most frequently researched and most frequently used
measure of job satisfaction (Smith, Smith, & Rollo; 1974). The JDI
was developed by Smith, Kendall, and Hulin (1969).
five scales of the JD! are presented on separate pages.

Typically, the
The

instructions for each scale asks the subject to put Y (yes) beside an
item if the item describes the particular aspect of his job (work,
supervision, etc.), N (no) if the item does not describe that aspect, or
? if he/she can not decide.

The scales are scored by assigning 3

points for a Y to a positive item, 3 points for a N to a negative item, 1
point for a ? to any item, 0 points for a Y to a negative iteri, and 0
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points for a N to a positive item.

The internal consistency for the JDI

has been found to range from .75 to .91 and the test-retest
coefficients range from .68 to .88 (Johnson, Smith, & Tucker. 1982).
In order to limit the number of items used in the questionnaire only
two of the sub-scales, work and supervision (see Appendix C and D),
were utilized in this study.

These two sub-scales were selected since

prior studies have shown that they were the most highly related to
LMX (Ganster et al. 1982; Katerberg & Horn. 1981; Rosse & Kraut,
1983; and Vecchio, 1982).

For the purposes of this study a composite

of the two sub-scales was utilized to represent the elements of
satisfaction most likely to be related to LMX. The composite of the
two scales raised the Cronbach's alphas from .79, for the work subscale, and .81, for the supervision sub-scale, to .85, for the two scales
combined.
Job Diagnostic Survey.

Fifteen questions measuring the

perception of job characteristics (i.e., skill variety, task identity,
task significance, autonomy, and feedback) were extracted from
Sections One and Two of the Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) (Hackman &
Oldham. 1975). These items may be found in Appendix E.

The

measure of each of the five core dimensions consisted of three
items.

A seven-point response scale is utilized for all items

(1.low. 7=high).

Items drawn from Section One asked the

respondents to indicate the amount of each job characteristic they
perceive to be present in their job.

The items from Section Two ask

the respondent to indicate the degree to which job characteristic
statements accurately describe their job.

The internal consistency

values for each of the five core job dimensions as reported in a
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meta-analysis by Fried and Ferris (1987) are:

Autonomy .693,

Variety .705. Task identity .677, Significance .652, and Feedback
.702. The Cronbach's alphas that were found using this current data
set are listed in Table 1.
Table 1
Cronbach's Alpha Coefficients for the Five JDS Sub-Scales and the
Composite of the JDS Computed Using Both the Employees and
Supervisors' Responses

Scale

Employees

Supervisors

Skill Variety

.460

.864

Task Identity

.336

.829

Task Significance

.572

.784

Autonomy

.513

.706

Feedback

.471

.724

Composite

.748

.903

Procedure
The questionnaire containing the Leader Member Exchange
scale, the Work Satisfaction scale, the Supervision Satisfaction
scale, and the Job Description Survey (see Appendix F) were
administered to the glass plant hourly employees during shift
overlap periods.

The shift overlap periods are thirty-minute time

periods when the newly relieved shifts have no formal job duties but
are still on the time clock.

These shift overlap periods occurred at

12:00 A.M., 8:00 A.M., and 4:00 P.M.. Since the employees were asked
to include their name on the questionnaire they were informed that

(
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their name would be used only to combine their responses with the
responses of their supervisor.

It was explained to the participants

that each employee's name was necessary since the supervisors had
answered questions pertaining to each individual in his/her crew.
The nine supervisors received questionnaires containing the leader's
version of the Leader Member Exchange scale and the Job Diagnostic
Survey (see Appendix G). The supervisors were given these
questionraires at the beginning of each shift and were given the full
shift period to complete them.

Each supervisor was asked to fill out

a separate questionnaire for each job, thus the Lime Supervisors
filled out three questionnaires while the Lead and Exhaust
Supervisors each filled out two questionnaires.

The supervisors and

hourly employees who volunteered to participate were informed that
the study was being conducted for research purposes only and would
in no way affect them at work.

Chapter 4
Results
Determination of Scale Scores.

The employees perception of

the job characteristics score was obtained by summing the five core
job dimension scores, which resulted in a possible range of scores
from 15 to 105.

This additive score was used instead of the

traditional Motivation Potential Score.

It has been determined that

the simple additive score has a stronger relationship with both
psychological outcomes and performance than the Motivation
Potential Score as well as an increased internal consistency (Fried &
Ferris, 1987).
The Leader-Member Exchange score was obtained using the
same method as Graen and Cashman (1975).

Each response was

assigned one through four points depending on the extent of leadermember exchange (see response scales, Appendix A).

The seven

items were summed, resulting in a possible range of scores from 7 to
28.

For the purposes of this study the Leader-Member Exchange

score was computed twice, once using the hourly-workers' report
and once using the supervisors' report.
Finally the scores for the two JDI sub-scales, satisfaction with
work and supervision, were combined resulting in a possible range
from 0 to 108.

Descriptive statistics on these scales are presented in

Table 2.
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for Scales Making up the Employee and
Supervisors' Questionnaire

Employees' questionnaire
Scale

Mean

LMX

20.38

JDI
JDS

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

4.26

7.00

28.00

6 1.1 1

16.56

21.00

94.00

63.06

13.41

27.00

93.00

Supervisors' questionnaire
Scale

Mean

Std. Dev.

Minimum

Maximum

LMX

20.63

3.23

14.00

28.00

JDS

70.1 0

13.95

45.00

99.00

Testing of the First Hypothesis
The next step of the data analysis tested the first hypothesis,
that is, that the VDL model significantly predicts the aggregate of
job satisfaction and leader satisfaction after accounting for the
between group variance (ALS). For the purposes of this study, a
group was defined as employees who work under the same supervisor
during the same work shift.

Given this definition, the eight

supervisors in the Lead and Lime departments each supervise one
group. However, in the Exhaust Department, where one supervisor
oversees all three shifts, there were considered to be three distinct
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work groups. Thus, the total number of employee groups utilized in
this study was eleven.
The hierarchicd1 regression analysis used by Katerberg and
Horn (1981) was adopted in this study in order to partition the
leader-member exchange score (predictor) variance into betweengroup and within-group sources.

The partitioning of variance was

accomplished by assigning a group's mean leadership score to each
of the members in the group.

The aggregated criteria (satisfaction

with work and supervision) was regressed onto this mean score. The
resulting squared multiple correlation (A2) then served as an
estimate of the criterion variance accounted for by between group
effects.
The second step consisted of the individual (raw) leadership
scores being entered into the regression equation. The increment to
R2 (R Squared change) represented the amount of criterion variance
explained by within-group effects.
Tables 3 and 4 list the results of the two hierarchical multiple
regressions used to test the first hypothesis.

For the first

regression, the employees' report on the JD1 was the dependent
variable and the aggregated and unaggregated employees' report on
the LMX scale were the independent variables. However for the
second regression, although the employees' report on the JOI was
also the dependent variable, the aggregated and unaggregateci
supervisors' report on the LMX was the independent variables. As
can be seen, significant amounts of variance were explained during
both the first and second steps of both hierarchical regressions.
Thus the first hypothesis was supi.:Aed since the unaggregated LMX
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-Table 3
The Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression, Using the
Employees Report of LMX, Testing for the First Hypothesis
(Dependent Variable = MI)
Step One:

entered

Aggregate of employees' LMX

Multiple R

.40766

R Square

. 1 6619

Adjusted R Square

.1 5550

Analysis of Variance
Source
Regression
Residual
Step Two:

1

3600.68

3600.68

78

18065.31

321.61

15.55*

Unaggregated employees' LMX entered

Multiple R

.73894

Standard Error

R Square

.54604

R Square Change

Adjusted R Square

.53425

F Change

11.30195
.37985
64.429*

Analysis of Variance
Source

cif

Regression

2

Residual

77

*p < .001

MS
11830.46

5915.23

9835.53

1 27.73

46.31*
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Table 4
The Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression, Using the
Supervisors' Report of LMX, Testing for the First Hypothesis
(Dependent Variable = JD1)
Step One:

Aggregate of supervisors' LMX

Multiple R

.27297

R Square

.0745 1

Adjusted R Square

.06265

entered

Standard Error

16.0334

Analysis of Variance
Source
Regression
Residual
Step Two:

1

1614.40

1 6 1 4.40

78

20051.50

257.07

6.28*

Unaggregated supervisor's LMX entered

Multiple R

.36821

Standard Error

R Square

.13558

R Square Change

Adjusted R Square

.11 3 1 3

F Change

15.5958
5.4396
.0223**

Analysis of Variance
t

Source

Sit

a

Regression

2

2937.47

1 468.74

Residual

77

18728.51

243.23

*p <.025

**p < .05

***p < .01

aa

E
6.04***
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scores significantly predicted satisfaction after accounting for the
between group variance (aggregated LMX scores).
The Testing of the Second Hypoth_psis.
The next step in the data analysis tested the second
hypothesis, that is, that the VDL model significantly predicts the
perception of task characteristics after accounting for the between
group variance.

The same procedure that was used to test the first

hypothesis was also used to test this second hypothesis. The only
difference was that the criterion was the members' JDS score rather
than the members' satisfaction score.
Tables 5 and 6 list the 2 hierarchical multiple regressions
that were used to test the second hypothesis.

For the first

regression, the employees' report on the JDS was the dependent
variable and the aggregated and unaggregated employees report on
the LMX scale were the independent variables. However for the
second regression, although the employees' report on the JDS was
also the dependent variable the aggregated and unaggregated
supervisors' report on the LMX were the independent variables.

As

can be seen, the groups' LMX scores, during the first step of the first
regression did not account for a significant amount of variance.
However, in the second step of the first regression, the individual
LMX scores did predict a significant amount of variance.

While, in

the second regression, neither the first nor second step was
significant.

Thus, the second hypothesis was only partially

supported. The unaggregated LMX scores as reported by the
employees significantly predicted perception of the job after
accounting for the between group variance (aggregated LMX scores).
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Table 5
The Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression, Using the
Employees' Report of LMX, Testing for the Second Hypothesis
(Dependent Variable = JDS)
Step One: Aggregate of employees' LMX
Multiple R

.09328

R Square

.00870

Adjusted R Square

.00000

entered
Standard Error

13.4341

Analysis of Variance
Source
Regression
Residual
Step Two:

1
78

123.58

123.58

14077.11

.685

180.48

Unaggregated employees' LMX entered

Multiple R

.35766

Standard Error

R Square

.12792

R Square Change

Adjusted R Square

.10527

F Change

12.682
.1192
10.526*

Analysis of Variance
Source

di

S.S.

Regression

2

1816.53

908.26

Residual

77

12384.15

160.83

*p < .01

** p < .001

M.

F
5.65**
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Table 6
The Results of the Hierarchical Multiple Regression, Using the
Supervisors Report of LMX, Testing for the Second Hypothesis
(Dependent Variable = JDS)
Step One:

Aggregate of supervisors' LMX

Multiple R

.07282

R Square

.00530

Adjusted R Square

.06000

entered

Standard Error

13.4571

Analysis of Variance
Source
Regression
Residual
Step Two:

di
1
78

s.a

ms

75.31

75.31

14125.38

181.09

E
.42

Unaggregated supervisor's LMX entered

Multiple R

.17701

Standard Error

R Square

.03133

R Square Change

Adjusted R Square

.00617

F Change

13.3658
.02603
2.06915

Analysis of Variance

ms

E

444.96

222.48

1.24

13755.72

178.64

Source

di

sa

Regression

2

Residual

77
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In contrast, no significant relationship was found when the LMX
score obtained from the supervisors was utlized.
Testing the Third Hypothesis.
The final step in the data analysis was to test the third
hypothesis, that is, that the agreement between a leader and a
member regarding the perception of the employee's task
characteristics covaries with the quality of their dyadic
interdependencies.

The first issue in testing this hypothesis was

the determination of supervisor-subordinate agreement.
was assessed in this study in two different ways.

Agreement

The first index of

agreement replicated the method used by Graen and Schiemann
(1978). An index of pattern agreement was obtained by computing a
Pearson Product Moment Correlation between supervisor ratings and
the subordinates' ratings across the fifteen items of the JDS
(Hammer & Dachler, 1975). Hence, a Pearson correlation was
computed for each of the 80 vertical dyads.

The correlations were

then converted into Fisher's Z scores. The transformed Z score then
constituted the index of pattern agreement for each supervisorsubordinate dyad.
The second index of agreement utilized a point system. This
index of agreement was computed by assigning one point to the
leader-member dyad each time that supervisor employee pair agrees
within one scale point for each of the fifteen items on the JDS. Thus
the point system resulted in a possible range of agreement from 0 to
15.
The four correlations that test the third hypothesis are listed
in Table 7.

The first correlation was computed between the
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employees' report on the LMX scale and the index of pattern
agreement.

The second correlation was computed between the

supervisors' report on the LMX scale and the index of pattern
agreement.

The third correlation was computed between the

employees' report on the LMX scale and the point system index of
agreement.

And lastly, the Fourth correlation was computed

between the supervisors' report on the LMX scale and the the point
system index of agreement. As can be seen, neither of the
correlations that utilized the pattern agreement index was
significant.

Furthermore, only the third correlation showed even a

moderate relationship; the fourth correlation showed no relationship
at all.

Therefore, the hypothesis that agreement between a leader

and a member regarding the perception of the employee's task
characteristics covaries with the quality of their dyadic
relationship was, at best, only weakly supported.
A final test of the relationship between agreement and LMX
was attempted by comparing the amount of agreement between
groups with high LMX scores and groups with low LMX scores. First,
the 80 member-leader dyads were divided into high, medium, and
low LMX groups, as measured by the supervisors' LMX scores. Second,
t-tests were conducted that compared high and low LMX dyads on the
degree of agreement.

The results indicated no significant

differences for either index of agreement.

This procedure was then

repeated using dyads based on the employees' LMX scores. The ttests indicated a significant difference between the high and low
LMX groups for the point system index of agreement (t = 2.36, p <
.05), but not for the index of pattern agreement.

at,
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Table 7
Correlations of the Two Indexes of Agreement with LMX, Testing the
Third Hypothesis.
Correlation between pattern agreement and the LMX, as reported by
the employees.
r = .1516

Correlation between pattern agreement and the LMX, as reported by
the supervisors.
r = .0129

Correlation between the point system measure of agreement and the
LMX, as reported by the employees.

r = .2546*

Correlation between the point system measure of agreement and the
LMX, as reported by the supervisors.

r = .1346

*p <.025
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Thus, the comparison of low and high LMX groups parallels the
results obtained with the previous series of correlations.
Post Hoc Analyses
A final set of correlations was conducted to further explore the
possibility of a same source effect influencing the relationship
between the LMX scores and the dependent variables.

The two

correlations that addressed this issue are listed in Table 8.

The first

correlation was computed between the supervisors' report on the
JDS and the aggregated employees' report on the LMX scale. The
second correlation was computed between the supervisors report on
the JDS and the aggregated supervisors' report on the LMX. As can be
seen, when the LMX scale was drawn from the supervisors'
perspective the correlation was significant.

However, when the LMX

was drawn from the employees' perspective the correlation was
non-significant.

As discussed later this result lends further

evidence to the occurrence of a same source effect.

emf
,
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Table 8
The Results of the Post Hock Correlations Between the Employees'
Report of JDS and Both the Supervisors' and Employees Report on the
LMX.
Correlation between the supervisors' report of JDS and the
supervisors' report of LMX.
r = .3066*
Correlation between the supervisors' report of JDS and the
employees' report of LMX
r = .0126
*p <.01
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Chapter 5
Discussion
The present study focused on the relationship between the
quality of leader-member exchange and the blue collar worker's
perception of satisfaction and job characteristics.
this issue, three hypotheses were tested.

In order to address

The results strongly

supported the first hypothesis, that the VDL model predicts
satisfaction after accounting for mean supervisor differences.
Specifically, employees who had a higher quality LMX, as reported
by either employee or supervisor, experienced more satisfaction with
supervision and the job than did employees who had a low quality
LMX.

Results related to the first hypothesis also reaffirmed that both

the between group variance of the ALS model and the within group
variance of the VDL model contribute uniquely to the prediction of
satisfaction.

Thus, the VDL model does not replace the ALS model

but instead compliments it.
The results of the second hypothesis. that the VDL model
predicts the perception of task characteristics after accounting for
the between group variance, was only partially supported.

Although

LMX as reported by the employee predicted the perception of task
characteristics, the LMX as reported by the supervisor failed to
predict the perception of task characteristics.
Finally, the third hypothesis, that agreement between a
supervisor and a employee regarding the perception of the
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employee's job covaries with the quality of their dyadic relationship,
received only weak support.

The test of this hypothesis utilized two

separate measures of agreement:
agreement.

categorization and pattern

However, the only significant correlation found was

between the employees' report of LMX and the index of
categorization agreement.

None of the relationships involving either

the supervisors' report of LMX nor the index of pattern agreement
was significant.
The findings of this study and how they compare to earlier
findings are discussed below.

The results and implications of each

hypothesis are discussed separately.
First Hypothesis
The hypothesis that the VDL model would predict the
satisfaction of lower-level employees was formulated to test several
questions raised by earlier research.

The first question was whether

or not the VDL model is descriptive of leader-member relationships
at the lower levels of organizations.

Miner (1980) speculated that an

average leadership approach would be more descriptive of low-level
supervisor behavior than would the VDL approach.

Although several

studies included low-level white collar workers in their samples
(Graen, Liden, & Hoel, 1983; Liden & Graen. 1980: Ganster, Baker, &
Luthans, 1982), no previous studies drew their sample exclusively
from the blue collar level.

Furthermore, no previous study directly

tested if the VDL model accurately describes the member-leader
relationship at lower levels of the organization.

The results of this

study clearly indicate that the VDL model predicts satisfaction of
blue collar laborers even after the between group variance (mean
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supervisor differences) is partialed out.

Thus the speculations made

by Miner and others are shown to be unfounded in this case.
Furthermore, given that both within and between group variance
predicted satisfaction, the VDL model as well as the ALS model were
supported.

Hence, the two leadership models appear to compliment

one another when describing leader-member relationships at the
lower organizational levels.
The second question addressed by the first hypothesis
concerned whether measuring the LMX from the perspective of the
leader versus the member would alter the predictive power of the
VDL model. The majority of past VDL research used employee
questionnaires to obtain both the leadership measures and the
outcome measures (Ganster, et al., 1982; Graen et al., 1982; Liden &
Graen, 1980; Vecchio, 1982).

Vecchio (1982) speculated that this line

of research has been confounded by same source bias.

In response

to this methodological concern, all three hypotheses were tested
using LMX scores drawn from both the employees and the
supervisors.

As can be seen in Tables 3 and 4, LMX significantly

predicts satisfaction when reported by either the supervisor or the
employee.

It is noteworthy however that the regression that utilized

the employees' report of LMX explained 54 percent of the variance
while the regression that utilized the supervisors' report accounted
for only 13 percent of the variance.
The decrease in predictive power from employees' LMX to
supervisors' may be explained in two ways.

First, the decrease in

predictive power may be due to the same source bias artificially
increasing the predictive power of the employees' LMX score.

The
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second explanation for the decrease in predictive power is that LMX
as measured from the perspective of the employee and the
perspective of the supervisor are fundamentally different constructs
and should be expected to predict differently.

Although both LMX

measures address the leader-member relationship, due to their
divergent perspectives they address different aspects of that
relationship.

Supporting this view, Borman (in press) came to a

similar conclusion concerning disagreement between supervisors and
subordinates on performance constructs, "Low relationships between
such criterion indices might be a function of the different criterion
constructs being focused on...".

Given this assumption, it is consistent

that the employees' perception of the job is directly related to the
employees' perception of LMX but only indirectly related to the
supervisors' perception of LMX. Hence, it is a logical assumption that
satisfaction measured from the employees' perspective should be
more strongly predicted using the LMX taken from the employees'
perspective than when LMX is measured from the supervisors'
perspective.

It is likely that both same source bias as well as the

fundamental differences between the two measures of LMX
contribute to the decrease in predictive power when utilizing the
supervisors' LMX.
Second Hypothesis
The hypothesis that the VDL model would significantly predict
the perception of job characteristics after accounting for the between
group variance was designed to resolve a set of conflicting findings.
Graen, Novak, and Sommerkamp (1982) as well as Scandura and
Graen (1984) found that JDS scores increased as leader-member
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exchanges improved due to a leadership training program.

However,

two field studies (Duchon, Green, & Taber, 1986; and Graen &
Ginsburgh, 1977) found no relationship between LMX scores and job
enrichment as measured by the JDS.
A potential problem concerning the internal consistency of the

JDS needs to be addressed before discussing the results.

As can be

seen in Table 1, the internal consistency indices for the JDS subscales are markedly lower when the JDS was completed by the
subordinates than when the JDS was completed by the supervisors.
There are several different explanations for this inconsistency.

One

possibility is that the subordinates did not fully comprehend the JDS
and thereby responded inconsistently to some of the items.

Another

possibility is that the subordinates did not pay adequate attention
when filling out the questionnaire and thereby responded randomly
to some of the items.

This explanation is plausible since the

questionnaires were administered at the end of an eight hour work
day when the workers could be expected to have a low attention
span.

Yet another possibility is that the factor structure of the JDS

coveries with the level of the respondent.

As noted by Fried. Ferris,

and Gerald (1987), the factor structure found using a blue collar
sample often results in two or three primary factors while samples of
upper level white collar employees characteristically result in the
full five factor structure.

Regardless of the reason for low sub-scale

internal consistency, after the 15 items were summed to form the
single overall composite used in the analyses, the internal
consistency indices for both the employees' and supervisors' JDS
were at acceptable levels (see Table 1).
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The results of the present study only partially support the
premise that the VDL model can predict the perception of job
enrichment.

As seen in Table 5, the unaggregated LMX as reported

by employees significantly predicted JDS after accounting for the
between group variance.

However, the regression that utilized the

supervisors' report of LMX showed no significant relationship to the
JDS score (See Table 6). Thus, the analysis utilizing the employees'
LMX score supported the second hypothesis while the analysis that
used the supervisors' LMX score showed no support for the
hypothesis.
The different results for the two analyses can most likely be
attributed to two causes.

The first is that same source bias may be

artificially inflating the predictive power of the employees' LMX
score.

The second possibility, however, is that LMX as represented

by the two perspectives are conceptually different constructs that
should be expected to predict differently.

Given this, it is consistent

for the supervisors' perception of the job to be directly related to
his/hers LMX score while, at best, only indirectly related to the
employees' LMX scores.

It would then be consistent that the

employees' LMX predicts the employees' JDS while the supervisors'
LMX fails to predict the employees' JDS.

As with the first hypothesis,

both rationals are equally likely explanations for the differences in
predictive power from employees' LMX to supervisors' LMX.
Third Hypothesis
The hypothesis that the agreement between a supervisor and
employee regarding the perception of the employee's task
characteristics would covary with the quality of LMX was designed to
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expand on the earlier work of Graen and Schiemann (1978).

Graen

and Schiemann found a significant correlation (r = .631 between LMX
and leader-member agreement on re!evant job problems.

A second

study also supported the agreement hypothesis by demonstrating a
significant relationship between LMX and agreement pertaining to
the organizational climate (Kozlowski & Doherty, 1989).
Unfortunately, this study did not provide any strong evidence to
support this agreement hypothesis.
in, at best, marginal support.

Tests of this hypothesis resulted

The correlation between the

employees' LMX score and the point system index of agreement
showed a modest relationship (r = .25).

The t-test that compared

dyads with low and high LMX scores, as reported by the employee,
also showed that employees with high LMX scores had a tendency to
agree with their supervisors (t = 2.36 p < .05).

However, none of the

tests that utilized either the pattern agreement index or the
supervisors report of LMX resulted in significant findings.
Given that the correlation between LMX and the point system
index of agreement accounted for only six percent of the variance,
the third hypothesis is not supported.

The lack of support for this

third hypothesis suggests that LMX scores in reality are relatively
unrelated to the agreement between a leader and member regarding
the member's job.

Several reasons might explain why there is no

relationship between agreement pertaining to the job and LMX.

One

explanation is that the agreement hypothesis as formulated by Graen
and Schiemann (1978) does not apply to the perception of the
subordinates' jobs, since it is not a mutually experienced event.
Although the job is directly experienced by the employee, the
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supervisor never directly experiences the job in question.

A second

explanation for the lack of a relationship is that the social cues
offered by the employee's peers overwhelm any influence the
supervisor may have on the employees perception of the job.

It

frequently has been found that the perception of an individual's
peers strongly influences the individual's perception of the job
(Salancik & Pfeffer, 1978).
Post Hoc Analyses
A final example of the source effect that was found in testing
hypothesis one and hypothesis two was demonstrated with a pair of
correlations.

It was predicted that the supervisors' LMX score would

be more highly correlated with the supervisors' report on JDS than
would the employees' LMX score.

This post hoc prediction was based

on the results of hypothesis one and hypothesis two that found that
the employees' LMX better predicted the dependent variable as
measured by employee than did the supervisors' LMX.

As predicted,

the correlation between the supervisors' LMX and the supervisors'
JDS was significant while the correlation between the employees'
LMX and the supervisors' JDS was found to be non-significant.

This

result taken in the context of the first two hypotheses provides a
clear illustration of the same source effect.

The LMX as measured

from the supervisors' perspective is more strongly related to
dependent variables measured from the supervisors' perspective.
However, the

employees' LMX is most strongly related to variables

as measured from the employees' perspective.

Although, it is clear

that there is a same source effect, it is not clear that the effect is due
to common method bias.

As with the first two hypotheses, this same
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source effect could be described in terms of either same source bias
or in terms of the fundamental differences between the LMX scores
as measured from different perspectives.
Limitations of this Study
The limitations of this study are primarily of a methodological
nature rather than a theoretical one.

The first two hypotheses stated

that the VDL model would be related to job satisfaction and the
perception of job characteristics.

However, neither hypothesis stated

whether the employees' or the supervisors' LMX score should be
considered the more valid index of the quality of the leader-member
relationship.

Rather than selecting one of these variables to

represent the LMX, this study utilized both measures without clearly
differentiating between them.

Consequently, no clear conclusions can

be drawn when the two LMX scores result in divergent findings.

The

implications of this incomplete definition are most relevant to
hypotheses two, since the two LMX measures resulted in different
relationships with the JDS measure.
The argument that the supervisors and employes' LMX scores
are simply two measures of the same construct is not supported
since the correlation between the two measures, even after
correcting for attenuation due to the unreliability of each measure, is
only moderate (r = .45, p < .01).

Furthermore, given that previous

studies (Graen & Cashman, 1975 and Liden & Graen, 1980) have also
found similar relationships between the leaders and follower's LMX
scores, a clear differentiation between the two measures should be
made.

The finding that the two LMX scores are better suited to
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predict different types of variables should be made explicit and
integrated into future hypotheses.
Implications for the Workplace
The results of the present study show that employees do
experience different levels of LMX, supporting the VDL model while
suggesting limitations of the ALS model.

Furthermore, the results of

the first hypothesis demonstrate that the level of LMX is significantly
related to the employees' satisfaction with the job and with
supervision.

These results highlight the importance of the

relationship between the perception of member-leader relationship
and the employees' level of satisfaction, even with lower-level jobs.
Given that both the employees' and supervisors' LMX predicted
employee satisfaction both employee and supervisor should be
involved with any program designed to increase LMX.

Possible

interventions include educating the employee in order to better
understand the goals and responsibilities placed upon the supervisor
as well as training both employees and first-line managers in more
effective interpersonal skills.
The results of this study failed to provide much support for
either the second or third hypotheses, that is the VDL model failed to
strongly predict the perception of task characteristics, and the
correlation between member-leader agreement and LMX scores was
only marginal.

Since no strong relationship between LMX and the

perception of the task characteristics was found, it is unlikely that
LMX acts as a source of systematic variance in job analytic
techniques.

This conclusion is consistent with Arvey, Davis,

McGowen, and Dipboyes' (1982) finding that variables such as the
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degree of job interest are only marginally related to the perception
of task characteristics, as measured by the JDS.
Further Research
The results of the present study demonstrate that the VDL
model is descriptive of leader-member relationships even at the
lowest levels of an organization.

However, the results also indicate

that the VDL model is less able to predict variables such as the
perception of the job.

A possible explanation for the VDL model's

low predictive strength is the inadequacy of the LMX scale. The LMX
scale, as developed by Graen and Cashman (1975), consists of only 7
items. The inclusion of additional items into the LMX scale could
result in a more reliable measure of leader-member exchange as well
as a greater response range.

Furthermore, the expansion of the LMX

scale could include additional factors that are directly relevant to the
leader-member relationship.

Thus the development of an expanded

version of the LMX may result in a more sensitive measure of LMX.
In conclusion, the present study lends support to earlier
research that the VDL model in conjunction with the ALS model are
descriptive of lower levels of the organization.

Furthermore, the VDL

model was able to predict employee satisfaction, after accounting for
between group differences.

Finally, limited evidence that LMX may

be related to the perception of job characteristics is also revealed.
This study aids in expanding the VDL line of research by utilizing
this new source of subjects as well as investigating the role that VDL
has in the formation of job perceptions.
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Leader-Member Exchange (members' scale)
1. Do you usually feel that you know where you stand
•. . do you usually know how satisfied your immediate supervisor is
with what you do?
Always know where I stand (4); Usually know where I stand (3);
Seldom know where I stand (2); Never know where I stand (1).
2.

How well do you feel that your immediate supervisor understands

your problem and needs?
Completely (4); Well enough (3);
Some but not enough (2); Not at all (1).
3.

How well do you feel that your immediate supervisor recognizes

your potential?
Fully (4); As much as the next person (3);
Some but not enough (2); Not at all (1).
4. What are the chances that your supervisor would be personally
inclined to use his power to help you solve problems in your work?
Certainly would (4); Probably would (3);
Might or might not (2) No chance (1).
5. To what extent can you count on your supervisor to "bail you out"
at his or her expense when you really need it?
Certainly would (4); Probably would (3);
Might or might not (2); No chance (1).
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6.

I have enough confidence in my immediate supervisor that I would

defend and justify his or her decisions if he or she were not present
to do so.
Certainly would (4); Probably would (3); Maybe (2); Probably not (1).
7.

How would you characterize your working relationship with your

immediate supervisor?
Extremely effective (4); Better than average (3);
About average (2) Less than average (1).
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Appendix B
Leader-Member Exchange (leaders' scale)
1. Do you usually let this member know where you stand
. does member usually know how satisfied you are with what he or
she is doing?
Hey or she always know where I stand (4);
Usually know where I stand (3);
Seldom know where I stand (2);
Never know where I stand (1).
2. How well do you feel that you understands this members
individual problems and needs?
Completely (4); Well enough (3);
Some but not enough (2); Not at all (1).
3. How well do you fee: that you have recognized this members
potential? Completely (4); Well enough (3);
Some but not enough (2); Not at all (1).
4. What are the chances that you would be inclined to use your
power to help this member's problems in his or her work?
Certainly would (4); Probably would (3);
Might or might not (2); No chance (1).
5. What are the chances that you would "bail this member out" at
your own expense if he or she really need it?
Certainly would (4); Probably would (3);
Might or might not (2); No chance (1).
6. Do you feel that this member would defend and justify your
decisions if you were not present to do so.
Certainly would (4); Probably would (3); Maybe (2); Probably not (1).
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7.

How would you characterize your working relationship with this

member?
Extremely effective (4); Better than average (3);
About average (2) Less than average (1).
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Appendix C
JDI (work satisfaction)
Fascinating
Routine
Satisfying
Boring
Good
Creative
Respected
Hot
Pleasant
Useful
Tiresome
Healthful
Challenging
On your feet
Frustrating
Simple
Endless
Gives sense of accomplishment
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Appendix D
JDI (supervision satisfaction)
Asks my advice
Hard to please
Impolite
Praises good work
Tactful
Influential
Up-to-date
Doesn't supervise enough
Quick tempered
Tells me where ! stand
Annoying
Stubborn
Knows job well
Bad
Intelligent
Leaves me on my own
Lazy
Around when needed
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Appendix E
Job Diagnostic Survey
1. How much variety is there in the job? That is, to what extent
does the job require a person to do many different things at work,
using a variety of his or her skills and talents?
1
3
4
2
5
6
7
Very little; the job requires

Moderate variety

Very much; the job requires

the person to do the

the person to do many differ-

same routine over and over again

ent things. using a number of
different skills and talents

2. To what extent does the job involve doing a "whole" and
identifiable piece of work? That is, is the job a complete piece of
work that has an obvious beginning and end? Or is it only a small
part of the overall piece of work, which is finished by other people
or by automatic machines?
3
4
1
5
6
7
2
The job is only a tiny part of

The job is a moderate-sized

The job involves doing the

the overall piece of work;

"chunk" of the overall piece

whole piece of work, from

the results of the person's

of work; the person's own

start to finish; the result

activities cannot be seen in

contribution can be seen in

of the person's activities

the final product or service.

the final outcome.

are easily seen in the final
product or service.

3. In general, how significant or important is the job? That is, are
the results of the person's work like!y to significantly affect the
lives or well-being of other people?
1
3
4
5
6
7
2
Not at all significant; the
outcomes of the work are

Moderately significant.

Highly significant; the
outcomes of the work can

not likely to affect anyone

affect other people in very

in any important way.

important ways.
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4. How much autonomy is their in the job? That is, to what extent
does the job permit a person to decide on his own how to go about
doing the work?
1

2

Very little; the job gives

3

4

5

Moderate autonomy; many

a person almost no personal things are standardized and

6

7

Very much; the job gives
the person almost complete
responsibility for deciding

"say" about how and when

not under the control of the

the work is done.

person, but he or she can

how and when the work is

make some decisions about

done.

the work.

5. To what extent does doing the job itself provide the person with
information about his or her work performance? That is, does the
actual work itself provide clues about how well the person is doingaside from any "feedback" co-workers or supervisors may provide?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Very much, the job is set up

Very little; the job itself is

Moderately; sometimes

set up so a person could

doing the job provides

so that a person gets almost

work forever without

"feedback" to the person;

constant "feedback" as he

finding out how well he or

sometimes it does not.

or she works about how well

she is doing.

he or she is doing.
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How accurate is the statement in describing the job you are rating?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Very
Mostly
Slightly
Inaccurate Inaccurate Inaccurate

Uncertain

Slightly
Accurate

Mostly
Accurate

Very
Accurate

1. The job requires a person to use a number of complex or
sophisticated

skills.

2. The job is quit simple and repetitive.
3. The job is arranged so that a person does not have the chance to do
an entire piece of work from beginning to end.
4.The job provides a person with the chance to finish completely any
work he or she starts.
5. This job is one where a lot of other people can be affected by how
well the work gets done.
6.

The job itself is not very significant or important in the broader

scheme of things.
7. The job gives a person considerable opportunity for independence
and freedom in how he or she does the work.
8. The job denies a person any chance to use his or her personal
initiative or discretion in carrying out the work.
9. Just doing the work requited by the job provides many chances for
a person to figure out how well he or she is doing.
10. The job itself provides very few clues about whether or not the
person is performing well.
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Employees' Questionnaire
This questionnaire is designed to measure your attitudes about your job,
about your supervisor, and about the way you feel in general. Many of the
questions are directly related to your work while other questions deal
more with your life out side of work.

Your opinions will be compared to

the opinions held by your supervisor. IN NO WAY WILL YOUR RESPONSES
AFFECT YOU OR YOUR POSITION AT GTE. This questionnaire is a part of my
research study I am required to conduct as a student at Western Kentucky
University and will be used for research purposes only.
Since your supervisor will fill out a similar questionnaire that asks
questions about each person in his crew your name is necessary to
compare the similarity of your responses with your supervisor's response.
In order to protect your privacy this cover sheet, that contains your name,
will be torn off the rest of the questionnaire.

The identification number,

in the upper right corner, will be used to match your response with your
supervisor's response. ALL INFORMATION CONTAINING YOUR NAME
WILL BE DESTROYED BEFORE I LEAVE THE PLANT.
Thank you very much for your help. If you have any questions please
do not hesitate to ask.
Ken Kolosh

What is your name?

(please print)

What is your superviosors name?
1. How long have you worked at GTE?
What is your position (job) ?

years

months
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Questions 2 thru 8 ask about your relationship with your supervisor
please check the ONE answer that best discribes you
2. Do you usually feel that you know where you stand
. . do you usually know how satisfied your immediate supervisor is with
what you do?
Always know where I stand
Usually know where I stand _

Seldom know where I stand
Never know where I stand

3. How well do you feel that your immediate supervisor understands your
problem and needs?
Completely
Well enough

Some but not enough
Not at all

4. How well do you feel that your immediate supervisor recognizes your
potential?
Fully
As much as the next person

Some but not enough
Not at all

5. What are the chances that your supervisor would be personally inciined
to use his power to help you solve problems in your work?
Certainly would
Probably would

Might or might not
No chance

6. To what extent can you count on your supervisor to "bail you out" at his
or her expense when you really need it?
Certainly would
Probably would

Might or might not
No chance

7. I have enough confidence in my immediate supervisor that I would
defend and justify his/her decisions if he or she were not present to do so.
Certainly would
Probably would

Maybe
Probably not

8. How would you characterize your working relationship with your
immediate supervicor?
Extremely effective
Better than average

About average
Less than average
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questions 9 thru 26 ask you to discribe your JOB.
If the word or phrase discribes your job circle the "Y" (yes)
It' the word or phrase does not discribe your job circle "N" (no)
If you cannot decide if the phrase discribes your job circle
If 911

9.

Y ? N

10. Y ? N
11. Y ? N
12. Y ? N
13. Y
14. Y

Fascinating
Routine
Satisfying
Boring

N Good
N

Creative

15. Y ? N

Respected

16. Y ? N

Hot

17. Y ? N

Pleasant

18. V ? N

Useful

19. V ? N

Tiresome

20. Y ? N

Healthful

21. Y ? N

Challenging

22. Y ? N

On your feet

23. Y ? N

Frustrating

24. Y ? N

Simple

25. Y ? N

Endless

26. Y ? N

Gives sense of accomplishment
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questions 27 thru 44 ask you to discribe your SUPERVISOR.
If the word or phrase discribes your supervisor circle the "Y" (yes)
If the word or phrase does not discribe your supervisor circle "N"(no)
If you cannot decide if the phrase discribes your supervisor circle "r
27. Y ? N

Asks my advice

28. Y ? N

Hard to please

29. Y

Impolite

N

30. Y ? N

Praises good work

31. Y ? N

Tactful

32. Y ? N

Influential

33. Y ? N

Up-to-date

34. Y ? N

Doesn't supervise enough

35. Y ? N

Quick tempered

36. Y ? N

Tells me where I stand

37, Y ? N

Annoying

38. Y ? N

Stubborn

39. Y 2 N
40. Y ? N
41. Y ? N

Knows job well
Bad
Intelligent

42. Y ? N

Leaves me on my own

43. Y ? N

Lazy

44. V ? N

Around when needed
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questions 45 thru 60 ask you to discribe your job
-Please mark on the number line from
how well the item discribes your job.

"r to "7" to indicate

45. How much variety is there in the job? That is, to what extent does the job require a
person to do many different things at work, using a variety of his or her skills and talents?
7
5
6
4
3
1
2
Very
much;
the job requires
variety
Moderate
Very little; the job requires
the
person
to
do many differthe person to do the same
ent
things,
using
a number of
routine over and over again
different skills and talents

46. To what extent does the job involve doing a "whole" and identifiable piece of work? That is,
is the job a complete piece of work that has an obvious beginning and end? Or is it only a small
part of the overall piece of work, which is finished by other people or by automatic machines?

1

2

3

4

5

The job is a moderate-sized
"chunk" of the overall piece
of work; the person's own
contribution can be seen in
the final outcome.

The job is only a tiny part of
the overall piece of work:
the results of the person's
activities cannot be seen in
the final product or service.

6

7

The job involves doing the
whole piece of work. from
start to finish; the result of
the person's activities are
easily seen in the final
product or service.

47. In general, how significant or important is the job? That is, are the results of the person's
work likely to significantly affect the lives or well-being of other people?

2

3

4

5

Moderately significant.

Not at all significant; the
outcomes of the work are
not likely to affect anyone
in any important way.

6

7

Highly significant; the
outcomes of the work can
affect other people in very
important ways.

48. How much autonomy is their in the job? That is. to what extent does the job permit a
person to decide on his own how to go about doing the work?

1

2

Very little; the job gives
a person almost no personal
"say" about how and when
the work is done.

3

4

5

Moderate autonomy; many
things are standardized and
not under the control of the
person, but he or she can
make some decisions about
the work.

6

7

Very much: the job gives
the person almost complete
responsibility for deciding
how and when the work is
done.
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-Please mark on the number line from "1" to "7" to indicate
how well the item discribes your job.

49. To what extent does doing the job itself provide the person with information about his or
her work performance? That is, does the actual work itself provide clues about how well the
person is doing- aside from any ''feedback" co-workers or supervisors may provide?

1

3

2

Very little: the job itself is
set up so a person could
work forever without
finding out how well he or
she is doing.

4

5

6

Moderately: sometime.;
doing the job provides
"feedback" to the person:
sometimes it does not.

7

Very much, the job is set up
so that a person gets almost
constant "feedback" as he
or she works about how well
he or she is doing.

How accurate are the following statements in describing your job?
1
Very
Inaccurate

2

3

Slightly
Mostly
Inaccurate Inaccurate

4
Uncertain

5
Slightly
Accurate

7

6
Mostly
Accurate

Very
Accurate

50. The job requires a person to use a number
of complex or sophisticated skills

51. The job is auit simple and repetitive
52. The job is arranged so that a person does not have the chance
to do an entire piece of work from beginning to end
53 The job provides a person with the chance to finish
completely any work he or she starts
54. This job is one where a lot of other people can be
affected by how well the work gets done
55. The job itself is not very significant or important
in the broader scheme of things
56. The job gives a person considerable opportunity
for independence and freedom in how he or she does the work

234 56 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1

2 3 4 5 6 7

1
1

234 56 7

1 234 56 7
1 234 56 7
1

2 3 4 5 6 7

57. The job denies a person any chance to use his or her
59.

personal initiative or discretion in carrying out the work
Just doing the work required by the job provides many
chances for a person to figure out how well he or she is doing

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

60. The job itself provides very few clues
about whether or not the person is performing well

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Appendix G
Supervisors Questionnaire
This questionnaire is designed to measure your attitudes about your crew
members' jobs and your relationship with them.

Your opinions will be

compared to the opinions held by your crew members. IN NO WAY WILL
YOUR RESPONSES AFFECT YOU, YOUR CREW MEMBERS,OR GTE. Tnis
questionnaire is a part of my research study I am required to conduct as a
student at Western Kentucky University and will be used for research
purposes only.
Since your opinions will be compared to your crew members'
opinions your name as well as the names of the crew members that you
are describing is necessary. In order to protect the privacy of both your
crew and yourself identification numbers will be used to match your
response with your crew members responses. ALL INFORMATION
CONTAINING YOUR NAME OR THE NAMES OF YOUR CREW WILL BE
DESTROYED BEFORE I LEAVE THE PLANT.
Thank you very much for your help.

If you have any questions

please do not hesitate to ask.

Ken Kolosh

What is your name? (please print)
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What position (job) are you describing ?
- Please mark on the underline from 1 to 7 to indicate
how you percieve your crew's job.
1. How much variety is there in the job? That is, to what extent does the job require a person
to do many different things at work. using a variety of his or her skills and talents?

1

2

3

Very little; the job requires
the person to do the same
routine over and over again

4-----5

6

7

Very much; the job requires
the person to do many different things, using a number of
different skills and talents

Moderate variety

2. To what extent does the job involve doing a "whole" and identifiable piece of work? That is,
is the job a complete piece of work that has an obvious oeginning and end? Or is it only a small
part of the overall piece of work, which is finished by other people or by automatic machines?

1

2

3

The job is only a tiny part of
the overall piece of work;
the results of the person's
activities cannot be seen in
the final product or service.

4

5

The job is a moderate-sized
"chunk" of the overall piece
of work; the person's own
contribution can be seen in
the final outcome.

6

7

The job involves doing the
whole piece of work, from
start to finish; the result of
the person's activities are
easily seen in the final
product or service.

a In general, how significant or important is the job? That is, are the results of the person's
work likely to significantly affect the lives or well-being of other people?
1
2
Not at all significant; the
outcomes of the work are
not likely to affect anyone
in any important way.

3

4

5

Moderately significant.

6

7

Highly significant; the
outcomes of the work can
affect other people in very
important ways.

4. How much autonomy is their in the job? That is, to what extent does the job permit a person
to decide on his own how to go about doing the work?

1

2

Very little: the job gives
a person almost no personal
"say" about how and when
the work is done.

3

4

5

Moderate autonomy; many
things are standardized and
not under the control of the
person, but he or she can
make some decisions about
the work.

6

7

Very much; the job gives
the person almost complete
responsibility for deciding
how and when the work is
done.
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5. To what extent does doing the job itself provide the person with information about his or her
work performance? That is, does the actual work itself pruvide clues about how well the person
is doing- aside from any "feedback" co-workers or supervisors may provide?

1

3

2

Very little: the job itself is
set up so a person could
work forever without
finding out how well he or
she is doing.

4
5
Moderately; sometimes
doing the job provides
'feedback" to the person:
sometimes it does not.

6

7

Very much, the job is set up
so that a person gets almost
constant "feedback" as he
or she works about how well
he or she is doing.

How accurately are the following statements in
describing your crew's job?
1
Very
Inaccurate

2

4

3

Slightly
Mostly
Inaccurate Inaccurate

Uncertain

5
Slightly
Accurate

6

7

Mostly
Accurate

Very
Accurate

6_ The job requires a person to use a number
of complex or sophisticated skills

7. The job is quit simple and repetitive
8. The job is arranged so that a person does not have the chance
to do an entire piece of work from beginning to end
9.The job provides a person with the chance to finish
completely any work he or she starts
10. This job is one where a lot of other people can be
affected by how well the work gets done
11 . The job itself is not very significant or important
in the broader scheme of things
12. The job gives a person considerable opportunity
for independence and freedom in how he or she does the work

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

13. The job denies a person any chance to use his or her
personal initiative or discretion in carrying out the work
14. Just doing the work required by the job provides many
chances for a person to figure out how well he or she is doing

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

15. The job itself provides very few clues
about whether or not the person is performing well

1 2 3 4 5 3 7

YOUR NAME
PLEASE ANSWER THESE 7 DUEST ICCIS FOR EACH CREW MEMBER

(3) Seldom know where I stand
(4)Never know where I stand

Do you usually let this member know where you stand
does member usually know how sashed you are with what he or she is doing?
(1) He or she always know where I stand
(2)Usually know where I stand

(3) Some but not enough
(4) Not at all

2 How well do you feel that you underslands this members
inclividuai problems and needs?
(1) Completely
(2)Well enough

(3) Some but not enough
(4) Not at all

3 How well do you feel thal you have recognized this members potential?
(1) Completely
(21 Well enough

(3) Might or might not
(4) No chance

4 What are the chances that you \rould be inclined to use
your power to help this members problems in his or her work?
(1) Certainly would
(2) Probably would

(3)Might oi might not
(4) No chance

5. What are the chances that you would -bail this member out
at your own expense if he or she really needed it?
(1) Certainly would
(2) Probably would

(3) About avcrJgc
641 Less than average

(3) Maybe
(4) Probably not

6 Do you feel that this member would delend and lushly your
decisions if you were not present to do so.
(1) Certainly would
(2) Probably would
7. How would you characterize your working
relationship with this memo&
(1) Extremely effective
(21 Better than average

-..---.16-....-

%

.------.-
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